A sub‐sea DC grid is envisaged to share the diverse renewable energy resources across diﬀerent geographical regions (e.g.
UK, Scandinavia and con nental Europe; parts of North America). In this talk, a comprehensive modelling, analysis and control design
framework aimed at evalua ng the impact and poten al beneﬁts of DC grids on the surrounding AC networks will be proposed.
A generic averaged model for asymmetric bipole mul ‐terminal DC (MTDC) grid with the provision of metallic return network
and a cascaded pi‐sec on approxima on of DC cables will be proposed to enable easy integra on with the mul ‐machine AC system
models for planning studies. The averaged model developed in Matlab/SIMULINK will be validated against a detailed switched model
in EMTDC/PSCAD environment. Modal analysis will be presented to understand the root‐cause of the temporal behavior of a hybrid AC
‐MTDC grid. Next, the concept of droop control for autonomous power sharing in MTDC grids will be presented and a novel adap ve
droop control strategy will be proposed for appropriate power sharing taking into account the available headroom in each converter
sta on. Impact of the droop constant on system stability will be presented and the advantages of the proposed technique in avoiding
possible overloading will be established through extensive simula on studies.
The autonomous power sharing control will be modiﬁed with a frequency droop control loop to minimize the devia on from
nominal AC system frequency and share the burden of frequency support among the converter sta ons of the MTDC grid. The sensi v‐
ity of the system eigen‐values to changes in control parameters (e.g. droop coeﬃcients) will be established through modal analysis. It
will be shown that appropriate droop control loop for the MTDC grid converters could be eﬀec ve in reducing the devia on from
nominal AC system frequency. An analy cal formula on for the post‐disturbance steady state opera ng condi on will be presented
which corresponds with the simula on results for both AC side (genera on load imbalance) and DC side (change of power reference or
outage of a converter) disturbances. In this context the concept of `Iner al Coupling Matrix` will be proposed to develop insight into
the system interac ons.
Finally, a laboratory setup that can poten ally analyze and validate the concepts and do future research on this topic will be
elaborated.
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